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Jira query language cheat sheet

Cheatography Cheatsheet for JIRA 1 Query Language 1 Example Clauseproject - TESTJIRA 2 Example Clauseproject - TEST AND assignee in (current)BreakdownFieldprojectOperator-ValueTestValues - Functions AND assignee ()Simple query in J'L (also known as 'clause' ) consists of a field and then an operator. For example: ScopingFocusing your request so that it pulls the
right amount of data so that the user sees only information pertaining to the current item at hand. Sort the Order data in such a way that the most critical data set is listed first. Part of a good query is knowing how to get data from JIRA. The other part knows how to attract your team and your customers with the result. Let's start with two concepts that are critical to effective data
presentation. AssigneeEpic LinkResolvedAffected version OffilterSprintAttachmentsFix version OfstatusCommentIssue keySummaryComponentLabmentsTextCreatedTimeCreatorPriatorPriorityVoterDescriptionProjectWatcherDueReportercustom box in J'L is a word that is a Jira field (or custom field that has already been identified in Jira). «!» &gt;&lt;&gt;»&lt;»! inisis notwaswas
notwas inwas was not an inchangedAn operator in J'L is one or more characters or words that compare the value of the field to the left of it with one or more values (or functions) to his right, so that only true results are extracted from the position. Some operators may use the keyword NOT.  TimePeopleIssuestartOfDay/Week/Month/YearcurrentLogin ()issueHistory
()endOfDay/Week/Month/YearcurrentUser ()openSprints ()lastLogin () watchIssues ()now () myApproval () myPending ()Function in J'L appears as a word followed by brackets that may contain a single or more clear box. The function calculates the specific data of Jira or the contents of the function in brackets, so that only the true results are extracted by the function, and then
again by the position in which the function is used. space (/a, and how, on, %to be, but if,., in, it's, no, $not, on, or, s,;#such, t, what, them,?@then, there, these, they are, (it is, was, was, c) When using these common characters or words in queries, you need: 1. Surround them with quotes. for example, te?t Replacing multiple characters, such as winAdd - until the end of one term,
for example, roam-Proximity searchBoost termAdd - and the number to the end of the phrase in quotes, for example, the text Atlassian with a boost factor (number) to the end of the search term, for example, atlassian4 jira FieldAdd - to the beginning of one term, for example, adjust the language jira query jql We compensate our carbon usage with Ecologi. Click on the link below to
help us! ; 2 Pages //media.cheatography.com/storage/thumb/justinbyrne_jql-jira-query-language.750.jpg your download will start automatically in 5 Seconds.Close Cheatography a quick helplist for J'L Classic query queries in J'L (also known as 'clause') consists of a field and then an operator, followed by one or more values or features. Field - Fields of different types of information
in the system. fixVersion, type of problem, date created, etc. Operator - Operators are the heart of the request. They associate the field with the value. (me), is not equal (!), less, (zlt; etc. function) - Function calculates the specific data of Jira or the content of the function. Keywords - Keywords are specific words in a language that are of particular importance. Jira
SoftwareAssigneeAttachmentsCategoryComonentComponentCreatorCreatorDescriptionDueEnvironmentEpic linkFilterFix versionIssue keyIssue keyIssue link typeLabelsLast viewedLeparentPriorityProjectReporterResolutionSprintStatusSumm SuaryText The Type of Channel Request is the most recent activity sourceSLA ANDCombine several clauses between several
provisionsnotNegate reservation or J'lt' qgt;'l query, NULLField without the value of the ORDER BYSpecify sorting order, qlt; ! the changed value of the field was changed beforeis, notfield has no value (only with EMPTY or NULL) was, did not have or had a assigned value. Only works with Assignee, Fix Version, Priority, Reporter, Resolution and Status fieldswas in, was not infield
has or had any of multiple specified valuesin, not infield is one of multiple specified value
UserIssueTimecurrentUser()linkedIssues()now()membersOf()latestReleasedVersion()remaining()votedIssues()releasedVersions()futureSprints()projectsLeadByUser()unreleasedVersions()issueHistory()componentsLeadByUser()openSprints()startOfDay/Week/Month/Year()updatedBy()standardIssueTypes()endOfDay/Week/Month/Year()watchedIssues()subtaskIssueTypes()elapsed()
*JSD onlyprojectsWhereUserHasRole()completed() *JSD onlypaused() *JSD onlypendingBy() *JSD onlymyApproval() *JSD onlyrunning() *JSD onlyapprover() *JSD onlybreached() *JSD onlypending() *JSD only- Note: For time range you can either use the standard date format for example, the updated 2020/09/16. Or use w (weeks), d (days), h (hours) or m (minutes) to specify a
date relative to the current time, for example: updated zlt; -2w. Wildcard is looking for a fake searchIf you do a search for one wildcard symbol, use the symbol ? To do a fuzzy search, use the I symbol at the end of one word term. To make multiple wildcard search characters, use the symbol I. Proximity searchvildcard characters must be enclosed in quotes. For example, resume -
cha?kFor search in the immediate vicinity use the symbol I at the end of the phrase. jira jira atlassian jql jql We compensate for the use of carbon with Ecologi. Click on the link below to help us! The download will start automatically in 5 seconds. Close No Text Content! A simple request in J'L Cheat Sheet (also known as the clause) consists of an eld, followed by an operator
followed by one or more values or functions. For example: The value of the eld test statement can be linked to keywords to perform a more complex query. project = TEST AND assignee in (currentuser()) eld operator value keyword eld operator function Fields Assignee Epic link Resolved A ected version Filter Sprint Attachments Fix version Status Comment Issue key Summary
Component Labels Text Created Last viewed Time spent Creator Priority Voter Description Project Watcher Due Reporter custom eld Operators = != &gt; &lt; &gt;= &lt;= ~ !~ in not in is is not was was not was in was not in changed Functions Time People Issue startOfDay/Week/Month/Year currentLogin() issueHistory() Example query endOfDay/Week/Month/Year currentUser()
openSprints() lastLogin() membersOf() watchedIssues() now() myApproval() myPending() created &gt; startOfWeek() and assignee = currentUser() and (status = Open or (status = Reopened and priority in (High,Highest))) Reserved space (\ \) / a, and, are, as, at, be, but, by, for If, in, in, is, characters q % it, no, out, on, or, with, such, t, them, and words . Then, there, these, they,
this, to, was, be, with, with, $; # ? @ | When you use these common characters or words in queries, you need: 1. Surround them with quotes. You can use either single quotes (') or double quotes (to) for example. text coding 2. If you're looking for an eld text and a character is on a list of reserved characters or words that precede them with two backslashes and the term Wildcard
search fuzzy search modi ers replace one character with? Add to the end of one term, for example. te?t, for example, roam' Replacing multiple characters with the term Increase, for example, win Add with a boost factor (number) to the end of the search term Search Proximity, for example, atlassian4 jira Add and number to end phrase in quotes, for example, the text Atlassian
jira'10 Word field arising from one Lost Baggage and Mars Shuttle 5 and passenger number 451??? and project in Teams in Space) For full instructions on advanced search at JIRA Software, Please visit: you can download the cheat sheet here: atlassian-jql-cheat-list-2 If you need more information on how to use J'L, tricks, etc., we strongly recommend the book J'L Per tutti Fabio
Genovese (Artigiano del Software) Available in Italian, Spanish, Catalan, French and English! The message from MrAddon J'L means Jira's query language and is the most powerful and flexible way to find your problems in Jira. J'L for everyone: developers, testers, agile project managers and business users. This blog is designed to be a tutorial for those who have no experience
with database queries for those who want faster access to information in Jira. So basically if you work at Jira this blog is for you. The search window The easiest search feature in Jira is the search box at the top right of the screen. You can use this search box for: search for a specific problem JiraKEY-15 text search (search in summary of the question, description and comments)
Finally, the box supports Smart Request of my open bugs It will give you a list with all the bugs that are in the status of Open and assigned you Search questions You can also look for questions from the questions section in the drop-off menu. On the screen you're just opening, you can easily filter problems based on the value of (s) specific fields. A quick search example: Basic and
advanced searches there are two types of searches in Jira: basic and advanced. Basic searches, like the above, present you with a set of forms that you can fill out, such as project name, release type, status, and assignee. A basic search can be useful for getting a high level of understanding of your problems and status. Now Advanced Search is where you get to J'L, using it to
form queries. Requests are a series of simple elements strung together to form a more complex issue. The query has three main parts: fields, statements and values. Field - Fields are different types of information in the system. Jira fields include priority, fixVersion, type of problem, etc. Operator - Operators are the heart of the request. They associate the field with the value.
Common operators include equal (me), not equal (!), less than (zlt; etc. Value - Values are actual data in the query. They are usually the item for which we are looking. Keywords - Keywords are specific words in a language that are of particular importance. In this post we will focus on and and or. Important keywords to know Atlassian has created a link J'L where you can find all the
keywords, operators, etc. that can used in J'L. This is your guide when you want to discover new search opportunities. Here's it. of the most common keywords and operators that you will use: And it will only be the return of issues that correspond to both reservations (are part of the project cooperation and have their status set on In Progress) project - Collaboration and status - In
progress or returns all issues from the cooperation project or which have their status set on In Progress. Project - Collaboration or Status In Progress This will bring back all the issues that have no description. Description OF EMPTY Operators! Status! To Do Returns all the questions, Excluding those who have their status set on To Do - Style margin: 30px 0px;padding: 0px;color:
#333333;font-size: 16px;font-weight: bold;line-height: 1.5;font-family: Arial, Arial, seedless; background-style: normal;letter-distance: normal; text-alignment: start; text-indent: 0px;background-color: #ffffff History Points 5 Find all the issues that have points of history that are more or equal given value Similar to the lt; less than less than qlt; less than or equal in status B (Do, In
Progress, Closed) just like the status of Do or Status In Progress OR The status closed Find all issues that either have the status of Doing, In Progress or Closed Reverse Writing this in practice Let's start with a simple example. Let's say you want to see what mistakes your teammate filed as part of a particular project. You request will: reporter and jsmith and project - Pipeline Here
we used the keyword AND to request Jira for tickets reported by John Smith in Project Pipeline In other cases you may have a request link set of items. For example: What are the issues that are blocked or are critical in projects A, B and C? Priority in (Blocker, Critical) And The Project's (ProjA, ProjB, ProjC) keyword will include any item that matches any item on the list. In the
example above, it will return all blockers and critical bugs in projects A, B and C. This is extremely useful for organizations that have service level agreements (SLA) with their customer base. The J'L request can easily find problems that do not concern this SLA. What issues have not been assigned or been updated on the last day? This query also shows how Jira supports relative
dates. The value of -1d is estimated at 1 day after the current launch date of the request. As a result, the above request returns all questions that do not have a designated, which are at least one day of time. Don't be put off by the extended search for Gira! Jira's editor at J'L makes it easy to recognize J'L. The editor uses code that hints at the news. For example, if we want to
introduce the following Project and pipeline, Jira gives suggestions on each step of the way for each of the three components components our request. Click on syntax help anytime if you get stuck. Martin Kautreels, AUG leader and community champion, also contributed to this position. Thank you, Martin!  You can read Martin's articles and ask him questions about the Atlassian
community. This is the first of four series designed to make you a J'L dynamo. Read the following posts in this series: And to get even more J'L training, check out our tutorial videos. We also have a downloadable crib to keep on hand as you search with J'L. Copy and paste fields, operators, and features in the Jira search field, and learn more advanced queries. Query.
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